The Class of 1950 cannot afford to do otherwise. Their membership in the University of Oklahoma Alumni Association is up June 30, 1951. This is no time to fumble the ball.

NORMAN, OKLAHOMA

It Pays To Hurry

1950 Class members who graduated in June (those who completed their class work in January and in June are included) became paid members of the Alumni Association as of July 1, 1950. Those who graduated in August became members of the Association as of September 1. To continue as members of the Association, both groups must pay their annual or life membership fees before the respective dates mentioned above. An annual membership costs but $3. A life membership costs $80, $25 down and the remainder paid in $5 quarterly payments. This is the cost of memberships now—an increase may be necessary in the near future. Both types of memberships obtain priority for football tickets, Bud Wilkinson's football letter and the Sooner Magazine—the alumni's own monthly news and feature magazine. There is no time for 1950 graduates to waste. Send your check to The University of Oklahoma (Alumni) Association.